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Abstract 

This entry gives an overview of the debate about private security. It can not pretend to cover 

everything in equal detail. It is geared to highlight the parts of the discussion about commercial 

security practices that are of most immediate interest to New Security Studies. Very succinctly put, 

the entry shows the pertinence of the emerging research agenda where commercial security 

practices are part of a broader analysis of evolving insecurities, of (in)security spaces and of 

everyday practices, insisting on the scope for further developments with regard to these issues 

(section 2). The entry also suggests that the although the more conventional literature on the 

subject—mostly framed in terms of privatization—has made valuable contributions to the debates 

about commercial security, it has limited analytical clout for analyzing the politics of commercial 

security. Worse it sometimes obscures it (section 1). It is therefore not surprising that 

commercialization is currently tending to replace privatization as the vantage point from which 

analysis is taking place. 
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Introduction 
The significance of commercial security practices is no longer news. The death of 17 civilians shot by 
Blackwater employees in Nisour Square Baghdad in September 2007, the diffusion of the Aegis 
“trophy” video showing firm employees shooting at random while “driving in Iraq” in 2004, the 
involvement of TITAN and CACI employees in the abuse of Abu Ghraib inmates in 2003/4, or the 
role of Executive Outcomes in the Sierra Leonean civil war 1995-6 are only some of the many 
spectacular events that have drawn attention to the growing role of commercial security practices in 
international security. Security commercialization has changed from being a rather obscure issue to 
being a highly publicized political bone of contention. Policy makers, NGOs, journalists, lawyers and 
academics strive to impose an understanding of commercial security, its problems and their possible 
solution. The result is an explosion in publications, including filmed documentaries and other media 
reports, about security commercialization. Voices from all political and academic horizons are 
striving to draw attention to the issues and questions they find most significant and pressing with 
regard to the development of security 

This entry gives an overview of the resulting cacophony. It can not pretend to cover everything in 
equal detail. It is geared to highlight the parts of the discussion about commercial security practices 
that are of most immediate interest to New Security Studies. Very succinctly put, the entry shows the 
pertinence of the emerging research agenda where commercial security practices are part of a broader 
analysis of evolving insecurities, of (in)security spaces and of everyday practices, insisting on the 
scope for further developments with regard to these issues (section 2). The entry also suggests that the 
although the more conventional literature on the subject—mostly framed in terms of privatization—
has made valuable contributions to the debates about commercial security, it has limited analytical 
clout for analyzing the politics of commercial security. Worse it sometimes obscures it (section 1). It 
is therefore not surprising that commercialization is currently tending to replace privatization as the 
vantage point from which analysis is taking place.  

1. From Privatization of Security to Commercial Security Practices 
The end of the cold war ushered in a profound change in the role of commercial security. Although 
private firms had important roles in arms production, logistics and even security provision also earlier, 
the magnitude of their presence increased exponentially. The peace dividend the reduction of military 
expenditure was expected to generate with the end of the cold war was channeled into the emerging 
market and kept it growing. In the process, the roles firms took on changed. Military training and 
consultancy, intelligence and planning were outsourced to degrees unthinkable during the cold war. 
But perhaps the most significant, change is that military firms were increasingly expected to behave 
as private sector firms, to compete in markets and make a profit (Kaldor et al. 1998, Markusen et al. 
2003, Susman and O’Keefe 1998). This entailed a detachment from the state. Although this process is 
still incomplete and patchy—many firms remain closely tied to states and states weigh heavily on the 
markets—a global market for force has developed. In this market private business is private, acting 
for commercial reasons and not merely as extensions of their home states. The processes of 
“discovering” this market has been a gradual one, driven by a practical need to respond to the 
challenges of the market and an academic concern with its implications for the future of the state. 

a. Security privatization as a practical challenge 
Not only NGOs, academics and lawyers but also the policy-makers, administrators and security 
professionals have come discuss security privatization largely in response to practical challenges it 
poses. Three recurring and challenges dominating the debate are introduced here. 
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 A first practical challenge has been (remains) to get basic knowledge about the private 
security sector, to get a grasp of how big it is, what activities firms engage in, where and why. There 
has been a striking shortage of adequate information about the private military/security sector. 
Estimates, more akin to wild guesses, have circulated and been used to convey the rapid expansion 
and growth of the market. The private military sector reportedly doubled in size between 1990 and 
1999 ($55 to $100 bn.) and is expected to double again by 2010 (reaching $200 bn.). The increased 
ratio of contractors to US soldiers is another figure often brandished to drive home the point. It said to 
have been 1-60 in the 1991 Gulf war and to have become 1,3-1 in Iraq 2007. The guess work in these 
figures is considerable: The overall industry figures are produced without a clear understanding of the 
boundaries of private military/security and based on figures that neither firms nor states are interested 
in providing. Figures about soldier contractor ratios are just as uncertain. Most states do not publish 
information on contractors (most do not collect that information) and even when they do (as the US 
has started to) these figures do not include the contractors that are hired (sub-contracted) by 
contractors or hired by e.g. firms, international organizations, NGOs or journalists. Considering the 
debilitating effects of this lack of clarity about the nature, scope and activities of the private 
military/security market for any practical engagement with the market, it is far from surprising that 
much energy has gone into raising awareness about privatization and simply documenting commercial 
military/security or an aspect thereof. The numerous reports and books striving to reveal private 
security, to show its origins, spell out the range of its activities and create awareness of its 
implications are attempts filling this lacuna (Rasor and Bauman 2007, Scahill 2007, Singer 2003, 
Shorrock 2007, Young Pelton 2006).  
 A second practical challenge that has been central in the discussion of security privatization is 
the role of managing and controlling economic efficiency. The promise of increased effectiveness, of 
diminished red tape and possibly even of more proficient and professional soldiering played no small 
part in motivating the turn to commercial military/security; checking if this promise is realized has 
been correspondingly important. This is true in the journalistic world but also inside public 
institutions and in academia. Markusen (2003) criticizes the criteria and information used compare 
public and private military service providers. She shows that the while the private sector enjoys a 
strongly positive bias which makes it possible to turn failure into exception and to use anecdotal 
examples as evidence of success, public service providers suffer an inverse fate. But more than this, 
their costs are systematically ignored as is the role played by social and political rules established for 
good reasons in creating the “lack of flexibility” of they stand accused. Similarly, exploring and 
deploring the deficiencies in the management of contracts and the perverse consequences of this in 
terms of costs incurred to the public and damage done to the armed forces is central in the work of 
Rasor and Bauman. With regard to the US, the possibly most informative source in this regard is the 
discussion inside state institution and particularly the reports of the GAO (government accountability 
office), the Congressional hearings on contracting, and the reports issued by DoD. Regrettably no 
other country publishes comparable information, which does not (sic) mean that they do not outsource 
or that there are no problems. 
 Finally, the practical challenge of legal accountability has taken on a pivotal role in the 
debate. There has been a “mad scramble” to bring private companies to justice (Kierpaul 2008). First, 
there is a prolific production of scholarly articles debating how private companies may be held 
responsible for their impact in war zones—in particular for their treatment of civilians—under 
international human rights law (Coleman 2004, Hallo de Wolf 2007) or under alternative regulations, 
including military regulations, self-regulation or the development of international standards 
(Chesterman and Lehnardt eds 2007). In practice companies still benefit from a “culture of impunity” 
(War on Want, 2007, Leander WP). The ICRC and Swiss government concerted efforts to alter this by 
pushing through the adoption of the Montreux Document (2008)—encouraging states to shoulder 
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their International Human Rights Law obligations—signals a growing political willingness to tackle 
this problem. Second, the accountability of the firms towards their employees is receiving attention. 
Blackwater’s responsibility towards its employees that were lynched and burnt in Fallujah as well as 
the court case against the company in relation to a helicopter crash killing three of its employees in 
Afghanistan epitomize a trend which is also being extended to cover the fate of employees from “third 
countries” such as Namibia, Tanazania, Peru, Columbia or the Phillipines (UN Working group 
reports). Third and finally, the relations between the military and the market raise a range of 
accountability issues. The extent to which market actors are accountable to the military—for example 
the extent to which they have to deliver services and obey orders independently of the conditions—is 
unsettled. Contractors are ruled by contracts usually allowing them to stay out of “harm’s way” but 
they are also an integral part of military operations (Zamparelli 1999). Inversely, whether or not the 
military can be held accountable for the fate of contractors, and has an obligation to devote resources 
to protect them, remains unsettled. 
 Reactions to the practical challenges of security privatization are bound to remain essential in 
reflections about security privatization. So far they constitute the bulk of the literature on the topic and 
provide invaluable insights. Without interest in tackling practical challenges we would hardly know 
anything about military/security privatization.  

b. Security privatization and the transformation of states 
As awareness of military/security privatization has increased the discussion has slowly made its way 
into academic political science and international relations (IR). The time is past when a senior 
Harvard scholar could answer a PhD student who wanted to write on the topic that it was suited for 
fiction and fantasy but hardly for academic work. The statism in IR and political science combined 
with the focus on privatization is that the resulting scholarly production has concentrated on the 
question of how privatization transforms states. Three key themes from this scholarship are 
introduced below. 
 The first and overarching theme is the general question of how military/security privatization 
affects the “state monopoly on the legitimate use of force” (the SMLF). This question has become 
central because the SMLF is integral to the conceptualization of the modern state in political 
science/IR. In the sociological tradition of Weber, Elias or Tilly it defines it. Discussing 
transformations of the SMLF therefore amounts to nothing less than to discussing changes in what the 
state is and what can be expected from it. Singer’s pioneering work, covered or hinted at many of the 
key ensuing issues that arise in this consequence and that have later been brought up and discussed in 
detail elsewhere (2003 part III). Amongst other things it brings up the question of the implications of 
privatization for the global Balance of Power, for the balance between Civil and Military institutions 
at home and for the morality/ethics of warfare. Singer’s conclusion is fairly straightforward: the 
SMLF is transforming profoundly but not disappearing. This conclusion is echoed by most scholars 
who have subsequently worked on the SMLF (Avant 2005, Krahmann 2007, Leander 2006 and WP). 
Scholars focusing on long term transformation emphasize that the transformations are overstates and 
instead underline the stability of norms (Lynch and Walsh 2000, Percy 2007) and/or the historicity of 
the market (Milliard 2003). However, few deny that taking the modern state and international state 
system as a reference point (i.e. not going back further than the 1850s) the surge in commercial 
activity since the end of the cold war is a transformation. 

This acknowledgement of transformation however merely raises a whole new range of issues 
about the extent and implications of the transformation of the SMLF. Two issues in particular have 
galvanized scholars. The first is the extent to which the transformation of the SMLF also entails a 
substantive change in politics inside states. It has for example been asked whether or not privatization 
alters the way that policy agendas are set (Leander 2005b), the way security policy is carried out and 
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hence the provision of public security (Leander 2005a, Cockayne 2006, Spearin 2008) or the way 
democratic processes function (Avant 2007 and Verkuil 2007). The second issue where concern is 
raised is whether or not privatization is altering the politics among states in the international system in 
significant ways. Does privatization make states more militaristic and war prone ? For some it is clear 
that the market is merely a too in the hands of the state (Shearer in Cambridge Review 1998) for 
others it is the sine qua-non of contemporary militarism (Tiefer 2007). Or does privatization reshuffles 
hierarchies among states. Again answers vary. While some scholars have suggested that the market 
can be used by weak states to strengthen and develop their military forces (Gumdeze 2007 at ISS), 
critical voices have suggested that private markets open the way for new forms of decentralized 
imperialism weakening the weakest states (Francis 2005, Leander 2009, Musah 2002). The questions 
are clearly essential and the literature on security privatization has made an important contribution to 
public debate by raising them.  

However at the same time, the literature on privatization has serious shortcomings that explain the 
importance of replacing the privatization terminology with a commercialization (or commodification) 
one.  The most serious of these short comings is that the privatization terminology tends to 
underrate—not to say obscure—key political processes. Logically, in a discussion framed in terms of 
privatization there is a tendency to look for “privatization”—i.e. shifts from a public to a private 
sphere. But this distracts attention from the most pressing political questions raised by 
privatization/commercialization. It is increasingly clear that the possibly most significant changes 
triggered by privatization/commercialization have little to do with shifts from the public to the private 
and much more to do with ways in which commercialization shapes how security is understood, how 
security spaces are delimited and how security is practiced in public and private institutions. 
Commercialization matters mainly because of the shifts in substantive politics that span the public-
private realms (Leander 2003, Krahmann 2007, Abrahamsen and Williams 2007). There is 
consequently an emerging research agenda where the focus of the discussion shifts as the discussion is 
framed in terms of commercialization and integrated with the broader “new” or “critical” security 
agenda. 

2. Emerging Research Agendas and Issues 
Instead of pitting the development of commercial security against the state—as the privatization 
terminology does—there is a growing strand of research conceptualizing it within a broader 
framework of societal change. From this perspective the commercialization of security should be read 
as part of the deepening of liberal or neo-liberal forms of government. Governance increasingly takes 
decentralized forms working through quasi-markets, responsibilization and empowerment. States rely 
on firms as partners in government. This is true of security governance where (at least in the EU) the 
public wish to set up such partnerships surpasses the willingness of private military/security actors to 
engage in them (Dorn and Levi 2007). More generally this is driven by the centrality of risk. 
Individuals and companies are expected to insure against risk, for example by acquiring protection in 
the open market. From this perspective it is inadequate to pit military markets against states and 
weight their significance by looking at their impact on the SMLF. To capture salience of these 
developments requires displacing attention from privatization and fixing it on the consequences of 
governing security through markets and quasi-markets. The literature on military/security 
privatization is taking this direction as signaled by the focus on commercial practices and 
commodification. Simultaneously, scholars working on new and critical security approaches are 
beginning to integrate commercial practices in their work. Three themes emerging from the resulting 
research are introduced below: the commercial production of new insecurities, the commercial 
refashioning of security spaces and the commercial everyday security practices.  
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a. Commercial Insecurities 
One emerging theme is the study of how commercialization is (re-)shaping the way (in)security is 
understood. This reflection is feeding into analysis of how (in)security is constructed, not necessarily 
through speech acts establishing it as an existential threat warranting emergency measures 
(Copenhagen School style securitization) but also and more generally through practices, including 
routine practices, that frame specific issues as security issues and hence justify possibly equally 
routine like measures (Paris School style securitization). Military/security commercialization might be 
expected to have implications for both types of construction of insecurities. It is hence being 
integrated in the study of these.  
 First, commercialization could be expected to alter both who is engaged in (speech act type) 
securitization and how. Private commercial military/security experts have established themselves as 
interlocutors in debates about insecurity and protection. As research on intelligence transformation 
testifies, private companies have established themselves as key sources not only of information but of 
analysis and agendas (Shorrock 2007). This raises the question about the extent to which commercial 
actors and markets have to be integrated in the study of securitization discourses. Are there new 
authorized speakers? Is there a need to move from the discourses of foreign ministers and high 
politics to one that includes markets? More than this, does the heavy presence of commercial actors 
change the way that securitization discourses work and hence demand revisions of the literature on the 
processes of securitization? Does an understanding of the Austinian “felicity conditions” of 
securitizing speech acts increasingly pass through an understanding of the commercial security 
sector? Does commercialization tend to tilt the balance away from an emphasis on national interests 
and politics towards arguments about cost-effectiveness and feasibility? Research on these issues is 
emerging (Leander 2005b) but much work is needed to elaborate, contextualize and refine 
understandings and arguments. 

Second, commercialization might be expected to alter routine practice type securitizations. 
Not primarily because private security professionals are fundamentally more sanguine more 
conspiring or less ethical than public ones. Security professionals more often than not share the same 
the training and professional background and the call on who is the most ethical and least conspiring 
is still open (Lynch and Walsh 2000 vs. Singer 2007). However, as the broader literature on neo-
liberal governance forms has persuasively shown for other areas, the shift in form and rationale of 
government also entails often unarticulated reshuffling of political priorities and aims as actors have 
to reshuffle their practices to suit new rules and requirements. How exactly this plays out in the 
security sphere is unchartered terrain. It has been argued that commercialization increases the pressure 
on public and private security professionals alike (as well as on all those in the enmeshed sphere 
where the two merge) to “sell” their own message about insecurity and appropriate responses to an 
ever expanded number of potential clients/investors. As commercial indicators were introduced to 
govern armed forces and military/security in the wake of the cold war; both logically engaged 
intensified their selling striving to conquer new “markets” for themselves. The consequence was a 
militarization of new geographic areas of the world (and especially of the NICs and China). It was 
also a militarization of new areas of public life as military technologies, techniques and knowledge 
were extended and adapted to new commercial employments. These processes have been traced for 
example in work on policing and justice (Haggarty 1999, Haggarty and Ericsson eds 2006). However, 
this work is more of a pointer in the direction of a vast potential area of research which is just 
beginning to emerge.  

Most questions regarding the way commercial military/security alters (expands?) routine 
based securitization across contexts and the reshuffling of political priorities and aims resulting from 
this, still remain unanswered. The same can of course be said about the theme of the links between 
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securitization and speech act type securitizations. In fact, one can see the two remaining emerging 
research themes partly as attempts to grapple with different aspects these issues.  

b. Commercial Security Spaces 
The second emerging research theme where commercialization has entered directly into contact with 
new and critical security studies is in relation to its centrality for the re-configuration of security 
spaces. Commercialization has been pulled into thinking about the processes through which 
boundaries and borders are produced and managed, i.e. about the way identities are stabilized and 
subjectivities produced. Commercialization plays a role in defining why and how some people 
become threatening outsiders while others are embraced as protection worthy insiders. 
 Along these lines, the commercialization of security has been tied to the transformation of the 
practices upholding, managing and producing territorial borders. It has been suggested that 
commercialization is key in altering everything about territorial borders. At the most banal level it has 
altered who is engaged in ensuring that the border is respected. Private companies are hired into 
airports, border-crossings and checkpoints to take over context defined parts of the border controls. 
This has altered how border controls are carried out and managed as new technologies both to control 
travellers—profiling, bio-metric controls, data-mining and blacklists—and to control the controllers 
have altered who is likely to experience difficulties crossing a border and who is not. But more than 
this producing the border has become largely separate from the state. Transport companies and in 
particular air and shipping companies shipping are held responsible through a range of (contextually 
varying) regulations for securing that the migrants they carry are “legal” (Giraudon 2001, Salter 
2008). As these studies, show this change in who implements the border has entailed a change also in 
the practical exercise of authority; the decision to carry or not a person (and hence to grant access or 
refuse it) rests with a commercial actor. By the same token it has entailed a de-politicization of the 
criteria; actual decision making is drifting outside the public sphere. Finally, it has changed the 
geographical location of the border as control is increasingly off-shored and de-territorialized 
(Gammel-Toft Hansen 2009). 
 The effects of commercialization on the production and upholding of the borders between 
social groups may be just as far reaching. An explicit and key aspect of liberal thinking is that markets 
work effectively in part because they create incentive structures rewarding individuals who are 
efficient. The positive valuation of inequality implied, has been amply discussed across politics in a 
variety of areas. With regard to the commercialization of security it has been showed to alter the 
practices of security professionals and to create justificatory discourses that taken together have 
profound implications for who can claim and expect to get what kind of security. Studies of the 
evolving urban security spaces where gated communities co-exist with no-go zones have suggested a 
deepening gap between insiders and outsiders rigidifies in time as the boundaries become increasingly 
difficult to cross (Bislev 2004). Analogous points have been made with regard the effects of 
commercializing the management of crime and punishment more generally (Harcourt 2005, Zedner 
2006). The consequence is a redrawing but also a hardening of the boundaries between individuals 
cast as social insiders and those cast as social outsiders. This is a process with ramifications far 
beyond the national community as it directly feeds into the view of minorities, immigrants and 
migration in general. It is part and parcel of producing the “ban-opticon” (a governance dispositif of 
bans, restrictions and prohibitions) Bigo suggests is increasingly central for governance in the 
contemporary world (2008). 

These explorations of linking commercial security practices refashion security spaces are far 
from complete. There is ample scope for further work refining and differentiating our understanding 
of the processes at work in different contexts. More than this, thinking about strategies that might 
increase critical awareness of the role of commercialization in boundary drawing processes is still 
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sparse. Yet for practical reasons, including for example for protecting the rights of travellers, or of 
football hooligans, it is vital to update the understanding of the location and underlying assumptions 
that govern the practices defining these spheres. Perhaps even more important, increasing awareness 
of the role of commercial practices in shaping boundary drawing processes may be crucial for anyone 
striving to engage in the politics questioning these processes; that is in politics regarding the 
inside/outside in the widest sense. 

c. Commercial everyday security practices 
Finally, a third theme of research emerging from the current research on commercial security 
practices concerns is the link between these practices and everyday (security) practices in different 
groups including security professionals, public administrators but also the private individual and 
citizen. 
 The consequence of commercialization on the institutional culture of security professionals 
(police and armed forces) is for example an issue of major importance that is beginning to receive 
attention among military sociologists and beyond. Some have taken the view that commercialization 
and the involvement of public security professionals in the market is most likely to lead to the spread 
of the prevailing public values and culture in the market as the actors there comply with a “logic of 
appropriateness” (Avant 2005). However, there are good reasons to think that the processes are less 
straight forward. The market may well be developing its own professional security culture where 
customer service and contract fulfilment make choices by public and private security officials differ 
substantially. For example, the Blackwater employees killing 17 civilians in Nisour Square Iraq (sept. 
2007) clearly attached less importance to “winning hearts and minds” and more to protecting their 
client than the American soldiers subsequently criticizing their behaviour. Even further, it has further 
been argued that market culture (rather than public culture) might become the “logic of 
appropriateness” fashioning the attitudes and behaviour of security professionals (Leander 2006, 
Leander WP). The consequence of this for issues as diverse as gender roles in the armed forces, the 
professional military ethos or the inscription of these changes in a broader social and political context 
remains all but unexplored. This discussion about changes in the everyday practices of security 
professionals and its consequences is no more than insipient. There is a blatant need for a better and 
contextualized understanding of these processes as they are bound to vary as much as does the culture 
of security professionals and commercialization.  
 This comment also pertains to the emerging research where the commercialization of security 
practices is brought into the study of everyday security practices in the broad public. First, 
commercialization has gone in pair with the spread of images “branding” issues as security issues and 
“marketing” especially designed solutions to security problems. The consequence is a diffuse 
reshaping of visual culture. The development of video games, integrating pictures from real battles, 
and used both for simulation in the armed forces and sold on the open market (Lenoir 2000, Der 
Derian 2001) might be expected to contribute significantly to the “militarization of visual culture” 
explored by e.g. Campbell and Shapiro (2007). Similarly, commercialization might be expected to be 
driving the designing of security into everyday practices (Weber and Lacy in this handbook). 
However, far more work needs to be done on these links and their significance. In addition, 
commercialization has engendered a wide range of new governance mechanisms—such as 
surveillance equipment, reporting schemes and bench-markings and risk related concepts—that are 
promoted as providing protection against various risks. These mechanisms profoundly refocusa 
everyday practices on security in areas as diverse as financial markets and local government (Power 
2007, de Goode 2008, Salskov-Iversen 2009). Again, contextually anchored analysis of these 
processes is key to an assessment of the increasing role of security in everyday practices beyond the 
security sphere proper. 
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Conclusion 
The privatization or commercialization (as this article has suggested we better say) of security has 
been the subject of considerable scholarly, journalistic and media work. This entry has sketched out 
some of the key debates and arguments. It has insisted first on the centrality of the practical 
challenges of understanding the market and sorting out accountability issues and, second, on the 
transformation of statehood. These two issues are usually framed in terms of privatization. However, 
the limits of this framing for understanding substantive changes in politics (as opposed to statehood) 
has led to a trend focussing on understanding the commercialization and commodification of security. 
This research agenda meets the new security research agenda as it feeds into discussions about the 
formation of (in)securities, the boundaries of (in)security spaces and about everyday (in)security 
practices. As any sketching or “overview” this one is simplifying. However, the intention with this 
simplification has emphatically not been to close down inquiry by suggesting that the issues have 
been exhaustively or satisfactorily covered. On the contrary, a very explicit effort has been made to 
underline the opposite, namely that there is plenty of work to be done and that most questions are still 
either unanswered or profoundly contested. By way of conclusion, it is appropriate to follow this up 
with an insistence that there are certainly innumerable important issues and questions that have not 
been given any space at all in this entry. If the entry has triggered awareness of such issues, it has 
done well. The references and links below are intended to provide entry points for anyone wishing to 
go further. 
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